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Roberto Cavalli presents the exclusive “Optical-Animalier Limited Edition Collection” 

 

During Fuorisalone 2019, Roberto Cavalli unveils the exclusive “Optical-Animalier Limited Edition 

Collection” at an event on the 11th of April 2019 at the flagship store in Via Montenapoleone, 

Milan.  

 

The capsule collection revisits the brand’s iconic animal print design in black and white, celebrating 

the fashion house’s luxe and sophisticated - but equally bold and intriguing - spirit.  

 

The boutique’s ground and first floors play host to grandiose styled spaces dedicated to the home 

collection, combining different patterns to communicate luxurious joie de vivre. 

 

Celebrating the art of mixing and matching prints, finishes, and colours, Roberto Cavalli presents a 

selection of the brand’s most iconic pieces. This includes new incarnations of three timeless 

armchairs from the RC Home Interiors collection - Wings, Manhattan, and Sharpei – which 

feature the fashion house’s animal print in black and white.  

 

The ceramic animal print Tableware collection captures the essence of the brand with its elegant 

patterns and wild vibes. This collection is produced and distributed by licensee Compagnia Italiana 

del Cristallo S.r.l. The vibrant but sophisticated offering is further enriched in a graphic modern key 

with a black and white zebra print and a mother of pearl giraffe print embellished with gold and 

platinum finishes. 

 

The same combination of glamour and audacious luxury that characterises the homewares 

collection also returns for the Roberto Cavalli Home Linen line, produced and distributed by 

Caleffi. 

The intimacy of the bedroom is draped in refined sensuality with soft, light devoré velvet or ton sur 

ton zebra print velvet bedspreads and pillows.  
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The charming animal print piping of the towelling products give a hint of the wild. In addition, the 

soft and cosy blankets are available in cashmere and velvet. 

 

Refined taste and high-quality materials translate into a contemporary aesthetic for the Roberto 

Cavalli Wallpaper collection, produced by Industrie Emiliana Parati. The sophisticated animal print 

lends a unique character to each of the designs, and bestows a timeless elegance to the 

boutique’s creative and original spaces.  

 

Roberto Cavalli Group developed the collection to encourage us to embrace a new way of thinking 

about the home in a way that not only has strong visual impact, but is deeply involving in its joyful 

appeal. 

 

 

For further information 

Camilla Borella, Head of PR Roberto Cavalli 

Email: c.borella@robertocavalli.com 


